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Year 2 - Learning @ Home 
Term 4, Week 1 

 

 

This week we have allocated two small assessment tasks. Both of these tasks 
are on Essential Assessments and are important for our data collection and 

reporting. We implore you to please not assist your child with these 
assessments. Authentic assessment helps us know what to teach your child 

next. Your assistance with other learning tasks is greatly appreciated in this 
time of home learning.  

 

It is very important that the learning at home program maintains a harmonious family life. If things aren’t 
working out on any given day, please take a break or stop for the day. We are here to help and support you 

- please let us know if you are having any problems. Remember, you are not alone! 
 

Webex Catch-Up Details 
Start Time: 10am 

Below are the login details for each class: 

Class Meeting 
Number  

Pass
word 

Web Browser Link 

2AS: Miss Shacklock 165 793 4683 NLPS https://eduvic.webex.com/eduvic/j.php?MTID=m4f63103edc966818bc97815e14d12166 

2HJ: Heidi 165 704 8920 NLPS https://eduvic.webex.com/eduvic/j.php?MTID=m4d35beb16b3c4d8bcf16e677abc9a53c 

2DO: Denise 165 963 6649 NLPS https://eduvic.webex.com/eduvic/j.php?MTID=m5d6ef66411ae26b15ed20185ff1178c0 

2TN: Tarsh 165 779 0990 NLPS https://eduvic.webex.com/eduvic/j.php?MTID=m0bc81d8fb6f6c4d97948f428bd9f3886 

 
Reading groups will continue this week. Follow the schedule below. 
At 12:30 Monday -Thursday there will be 2 options for grade 2 students to access - one will be a task focussed Workshop and 
the other a Social session, each conducted by one of the Grade 2 teachers and open to all grade 2 students.   
 
Specialists teachers back online: At 1:30 - 2:30 each day there will be a Specialist session for your child to tune into. Details 
and webex links are included each day in the Planner.  
 

 MONDAY 
 

TUESDAY 
 

WEDNESDAY 
 

THURSDAY 
 

FRIDAY 
 

2AS Amelia, Luke, Ruby, 
Archer, Damon 

Ahmed, Ali,  Chloe, Kobe Oscar,  Asha, Sophie, 
Arya, Maya, Matilda, 
Daniela 
 

Lukan, Emerson, Monty, 
Summer, Liam, Baker, 

 

2HJ Lola, Tallulah 
Xander, Zara , Ethan  

Harley,  Zayana, Zoe R., 
Nina, Hudson, John  

Phoebe,  Zoe F. ,  
Oliver,  Jackson, Evie 

Oscar,  Patrick, Bernard, 
Spencer 
  

 

2DO Keagan, Isla, Milly, 
Ishmail  

Mariam, Jaxon,  
Nasser 

Georgia Walsh 
Ava, Ellie, Zoe, Henry  

Roonika, Zara, Nik, 
Anne, Yasmin, Archie, 
Long, Georgia Wu  

 

2TN Oliver, Bella, Eva S, 
Spencer, Sophie 

Amelia, Eve, Dev, Lily, 
Zayn 

Bekkar, Leo, Max, Ari, 
Clara 

Eva H, Maggie, Flynn,  
Talia, Khaldoun 

 

 
  

https://eduvic.webex.com/eduvic/j.php?MTID=m4f63103edc966818bc97815e14d12166
https://eduvic.webex.com/eduvic/j.php?MTID=m4d35beb16b3c4d8bcf16e677abc9a53c
https://eduvic.webex.com/eduvic/j.php?MTID=m5d6ef66411ae26b15ed20185ff1178c0
https://eduvic.webex.com/eduvic/j.php?MTID=m0bc81d8fb6f6c4d97948f428bd9f3886
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Day 1 

Reading 
 
 

FOCUS: PERFORMANCE READING 
Task: Watch this 5 minute video where Aimee Kelly reads excerpts from The Naughty Little Sister (you will 
need to scroll across to find the right episode). https://iview.abc.net.au/video/ZW0904A002S00 
 
Take notice of how she reads the book to make it come to life. Now choose a page from a book you love. 
Think about how you could bring this part of the story to life.  
Practise describing what has just happened in the book and then reading your chosen page aloud.  
Record yourself reading and listen or watch it back. Think about how you could improve your reading and 
record it again.  
Write down the title of your book and one improvement you made to your performance reading. 
 
Independent Reading: 
Students read their take home books and/or other Just Right books they may have at home. 
Active Learn is also available for use at home: ActiveLearn: Login (activelearnprimary.com.au) 

Writing 
 

 
 
 

FOCUS: HEROES AND VILLAINS 
Daily Practise: Adjectives are important when writing a description. Look at each of the nouns in the list and provide at least 2 
adjectives to create a vivid image - doctor, robber, olympian, vampire. Use the adjectives template at the end of the planner to 
help you with your writing this week. 
 
Task: Most of the great stories we read have some kind of hero in the story. A 
hero is a person we admire for things they have done, the way they act and their 
personal qualities. Some stories have a villain to cause trouble and create a 
problem. Use the template at the end of the planner to complete the list of 
heroes and villains. Once you have completed the list 
choose one hero and one villain. Explain in at least one paragraph why you have 
given them this title. You must use full sentences to explain your reasons. Draw 
a picture to match your hero and villain. Once your picture is finished, share it 
with your teacher on Seesaw. 

Maths 
 

 
 
 

FOCUS: FRACTIONS 
Daily Practise: Doubling and Halving- Complete the worksheet below.  
Optional- Create some doubles and halves flashcards and have a sibling or adult test you. 
 
Task: Your task is explained on Seesaw. It is important you tap to view the Wombat Story because it will help remind you about 
fractions - halves, quarters and eighths, and to inform you about the setting, characters and facts you will need for your maths.  
 
Challenge: Write your own fractions story to show and explain different fractions. Just like in the Wombat story make sure to 
draw a picture of each and write the number fraction that matches.  
or 
Play Fraction Matcher: Fraction Matcher (colorado.edu) 

BQT FOCUS: ALL MIXED UP! 
Task: Masters of Mixers- Looking in the Bowl 
Watch the video on Seesaw of Miss Shacklock introducing this term’s topic and explaining what 
you need to do for today’s activity. 
Complete the worksheet at the end of the planner that links to today’s lesson, Master of 
Mixers! 
 

Indonesian 
 

Click on the link for this week’s Indonesian lesson. Indonesian G2 week1 term 4 2021 
 
This lesson is also on Seesaw.   
Please upload your work. 
 
I will be teaching this lesson live at 1:30 on Monday, October 4. Click on the link below to join in.  
https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/benito.ricci 
Pak Ben 

 

  

https://iview.abc.net.au/video/ZW0904A002S00
https://www.activelearnprimary.com.au/login?e=-1&c=0#pupils
https://www.activelearnprimary.com.au/login?e=-1&c=0#pupils
https://phet.colorado.edu/sims/html/fraction-matcher/latest/fraction-matcher_en.html
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1R49leaDIxD7Vxm_v_bXXsOPaYJZH-J3Su2QvZy_6KuM/edit?usp=sharing
https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/benito.ricci
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Day 2 

Reading 
 
 
 
 

FOCUS: PERFORMANCE READING 
Task: Watch the 5 minute video where Anjli Mohindra  reads excerpts from Undercover 
Pirate (you will need to scroll across to find the right episode). 
https://iview.abc.net.au/video/ZW0904A004S00 
 
Take notice of how she reads the book to make it come to life. Now choose a page from a 
book you love. Think about how you could bring this part of the story to life.  
Practise describing what has just happened in the book and then reading your chosen page 
aloud.  
Record yourself reading and listen or watch it back. Think about how you could improve 
your reading and record it again.  
Write down the title of your book and one improvement you made to your performance 
reading. 
 
Independent Reading: 
Students read their take home books and/or other Just Right books they may have at 
home. 
Active Learn is also available for use at home: ActiveLearn: Login 

(activelearnprimary.com.au) 

Writing 
 

  
 

FOCUS: HEROES AND VILLAINS 
Daily Practise: Handwriting: Rewrite this quote from a famous 
hero. Make sure that you use the correct size and formation for all 
your letters.  A true hero isn’t measured by the size of his strength 
but by the strength of his heart.  Hercules 
 
Task: Today you will be writing about a hero and a villain. Use the 
worksheet at the end of the planner to complete this task. Choose 
one hero and one villain from the pictures on the sheet. Describe 
your hero and villain, what they look like and how they act so that 
your audience can visualise them without the picture. There is a 
word list there to help you with your writing today.  

Maths 
 

 

FOCUS: FRACTIONS 
Daily Practise:  Tap on this link https://youtu.be/dSxLuyTqJmE  to watch a 
strategy for dividing numbers into half (2 equal parts), quarters (4 equal 
parts) or thirds (3 equal parts).  Use the strategy to work out half of 16, half of 
30, a quarter of 12, a quarter of 20, a quarter of 35, a quarter of 50, a third of 
18, a third of 21. Can you use the same strategy to work out an eighth of 24? 
(You will need to share your 24 items into 8 parts).  
 
Task:  You will be showing fractions of a set. There is a worksheet at the end 
of the planner for you to complete.  There are 2 short video clips for you to 
view. Both clips provide you with helpful strategies to complete your 
worksheet and to work out fractions of a set, collection of or group of things. 
View: https://youtu.be/-ILzlD2VZXs and https://youtu.be/nQUgBAsW2KA . 
 
Challenge: Kate was planning a party.  She needed 24kg of strawberries for the recipes she wanted to make. ¼  of the 
strawberries were for pavlovas. How many kgs of strawberries would Kate need for her pavlovas?  

ART Week 1 Art – Rosalie Gascoigne 
To access the Art program on google slides click on the link below. 
This week is about Rosalie Gascoigne 
Click on the speaker in the top right corner of the slide to hear the information in the slide. 
The link will also be available on Seesaw. 
 
Art Online with Laura - Tuesday  1:30pm 
Have scissors, glue, and old magazines or recycle cardboard packaging ready when you log on. 
  
Laura Russell's Personal Room: https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/russell.laura.s  
Access code: 574 076 333 

 

 

 

  

https://iview.abc.net.au/video/ZW0904A004S00
https://www.activelearnprimary.com.au/login?e=-1&c=0#pupils
https://www.activelearnprimary.com.au/login?e=-1&c=0#pupils
https://www.activelearnprimary.com.au/login?e=-1&c=0#pupils
https://youtu.be/dSxLuyTqJmE
https://youtu.be/-ILzlD2VZXs
https://youtu.be/nQUgBAsW2KA
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1wChiijTZprqbvxpuFPEczNEy6hcJ3A_qzDLQuzHu99w/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1wChiijTZprqbvxpuFPEczNEy6hcJ3A_qzDLQuzHu99w/edit?usp=sharing
https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/russell.laura.s
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Day 3 

Reading 
 

 
 

FOCUS: PERFORMANCE READING 
Task: Watch this 5 minute video where Ceallach Spellman reads excerpts from Wolven (you will 
need to scroll across to find the right episode). https://iview.abc.net.au/video/ZW0904A003S00 
 
Take notice of how he reads the book to make it come to life. Now choose a page from a book you 
love. Think about how you could bring this part of the story to life. 
Practise describing what has just happened in the book and then reading your chosen page aloud.  
Record yourself reading and listen or watch it back. Think about how you could improve your 
reading and record it again.  
Write down the title of your book and one improvement you made to your performance reading. 
 
Independent Reading: 
Students read their take home books and/or other Just Right books they may have at home. 
Active Learn is also available for use at home: ActiveLearn: Login (activelearnprimary.com.au) 

Writing 
 

 

FOCUS: SUPERPOWERS 
Daily Practise: Handwriting:  Rewrite this quote from a famous hero. Make sure that you use the correct size and formation for 
all your letters.  Our greatest glory is not in never falling, but in rising everytime we fall. Batman. 
 
Task:  Watch the clip from We Can be Heroes   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yVM4h6ufXk4. Now think about a 
superpower you would like to have. Would you like to rewind time, move objects with your voice, or do you have another idea 
for a superpower? Make a list of what you could do with your superpower and the effect it might have on the world. Write a 
story where your powers help solve a problem.  
Draw a picture of you using your superpower. Make sure your picture clearly illustrates the strength of your superpower.  

Maths 
 
 

 
 

FOCUS: FRACTIONS 
Daily Practise: Doubles Dominoes - Complete the activity sheet below.  
Optional- Create some doubles and halves flashcards and have a sibling 
or adult test you. 
 
Task: Your task is to shade shapes to match fractions, or write the 
fraction to match the shaded shapes. You will need to remember the 
Denominator and the  Numerator to match correctly. The task is 
explained on Seesaw, make sure you tap on the links to view the video 
to help with this task.  
 
Challenge: Draw your own neat and precise set of shaded shapes and 
write the corresponding fractions.  

BQT 
 

 

FOCUS: ALL MIXED UP! 
Task: Masters of Mixers- Mind Map 
Yesterday Miss Shacklock explained that when all the things are 
mixed together in the bowl it is called a ‘mixture’. Today you are 
going to brainstorm all your ideas about mixtures and their uses 
and record your ideas into a mind map. Think about what 
questions you have about mixtures and their uses, and record 
them in your mind map too.  
 
There are 3 parts to your mind map. Where can you find 
mixtures? What do you use mixtures for? What could mixtures 
look like? Here is the beginning of a mind map that you can use 
as a guide.  
Once your mind map is finished, share it with your teacher on Seesaw. 

Drama Here is the link for your drama lesson this week;   

Term 4 week 1 year 2 
 
or please join us for our online lesson with Michelle at 1.30 on Wednesday 
https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/sullivan.michelle.p 
Access code: 570 741 729 

 

 

 

  

https://iview.abc.net.au/video/ZW0904A003S00
https://www.activelearnprimary.com.au/login?e=-1&c=0#pupils
https://www.activelearnprimary.com.au/login?e=-1&c=0#pupils
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yVM4h6ufXk4
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1ZQxTI7X6imCoyPJTPwjGqlQgTsbV07hLJ9TrbUkvgVI/edit?usp=sharing
https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/sullivan.michelle.p
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Day 4 

Reading 
 
 
 

 

FOCUS: Performance Reading 
Task: Watch the brief video of David Walliams reading an excerpt from the Beast of Buckingham 
Palace for inspiration. 
Choose one of the three excerpts you have practised reading from one of your favourite books this 
week. 
Think about where you could go to record a polished version of yourself reading this excerpt. 
Would it make sense to record it outside somewhere, or in the kitchen or even at the playground 
(you will need to ask permission and go with your parents to do this last one)?  
Practise reading your page a couple of times.  
Then record a good version to send in to your teacher. We do not want to see your rehearsals or 
videos of you reading where you have clearly not practised. See if you can even memorise some of 
the lines so that you don’t have to read every single part. Once you are happy with your recording, 
upload it to Seesaw. 
 
Independent Reading: 

Students read their take home books and/or other Just Right books they may have at home. 
Active Learn is also available for use at home: ActiveLearn: Login (activelearnprimary.com.au) 

Writing 
 

 

FOCUS: HEROES AND VILLAINS 
Daily Practise: Handwriting: Rewrite this quote from a famous hero. Make sure that you use the correct size and formation for 
all your letters.  I am willing to fight for those who cannot fight for themselves. Wonder Woman 
 
Task: When authors write stories they usually have a plan or idea in their heads. Watch the clip to find out how these published 
authors create their characters.  https://iview.abc.net.au/video/CK1730V003S00 Today you are going to draft a story that has a 
hero and villain. Use the story planner at the end of this planner to plan your story. You should think about where the action is 
set. Who is your hero and who is the villain? What is the main problem of the story and how will you resolve it? Once you have 
filled in the planner you can begin your story draft in your workbook. 

Maths FOCUS: FRACTIONS 
Daily Practise: Roll, Write, Expand and Draw 
Roll 2 dice to make a 2 digit number. Show the number in 5 different ways. See the example: 

 
 
Task:  There are 2 worksheets (and the Maths Challenge) at the end of the planner for you to 
complete. You need to be a critical thinker to apply the different strategies - of whole 
(denominator) and part (numerator) to solve the different fraction problems presented in the 
worksheets. This short video clip might be a useful reminder of a strategy to show fractions of 
a set or collection of things - https://youtu.be/0NwGkPWofxc   
 
Challenge: The Aquarium Shop needs YOUR help. It needs to move fish into different tanks but 
the shop owner wants your help to decide what fraction of fish can be moved into the different tanks. This will help the shop to 
know how many tanks it might need for this job.  Refer to the Fish tank Fractions worksheet at the end of the planner. How 
many different fractions of fish can you calculate? How many different answers did you get?  

BQT 
 

 

FOCUS: ALL MIXED UP! 
Task: Many Mixtures (on Seesaw) 
Your task is to identify and describe different mixtures you can find around 
your house. Create a list of mixtures that you might use at home, such as 
muesli, fruit yoghurt, salad or paint. 
Use the template on Seesaw to answer the 3 questions for the mixtures you 
find around your house.  

- What is the mixture called? 
- What is in the mixture? 
- What is the mixture for? 

 

  

https://www.activelearnprimary.com.au/login?e=-1&c=0#pupils
https://www.activelearnprimary.com.au/login?e=-1&c=0#pupils
https://iview.abc.net.au/video/CK1730V003S00
https://youtu.be/0NwGkPWofxc
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Day 5 

Reading 
 
 
 
 

FOCUS: PERFORMANCE READING 
Task: Read the page about Willy Wonka from Roald Dahl’s Charlie and the Chocolate 
Factory (at the end of the planner). Choose 1 or 2 sentences that you love the sound of 
and try to learn them off by heart. See if you can say them word for word without looking 
at the page. 
 
Independent Reading: 
Students read their take home books and/or other Just Right books they may have at 
home. Active Learn is also available for use at home: ActiveLearn: Login 
(activelearnprimary.com.au) 

Writing 
 

 

FOCUS: WANTED 
Daily Practise: Handwriting: Rewrite this quote from a famous hero. Make sure that you use the correct 
size and formation for all your letters.   It’s not who I am underneath, but what I do that defines me. 
Batman.  
 
Task: Create a ‘Wanted’ poster for an evil villain. You will need to think about what they look like, what are 
the qualities he or she displays and what they are wanted for. The Wanted poster template is at the end of 
the planner. Make sure that your description of the villain matches the portrait you have drawn on the 
Wanted poster. Once your poster is finished, share it with your teacher on Seesaw. 

Maths 
 

 

FOCUS: FRACTIONS 
Daily Practise: Roll, Write, Expand and Draw 
Roll 2 dice to make a 3 digit number. Show the number in 5 different ways. See the example: 

 
Task: See Below - Assessment Tasks 
 
Challenge: Explain how you could share 3 oranges equally between 4 friends.  

Maths 
Assessment 

Assessment Task: Today’s maths task involves two different 
assessment tasks on Essential Assessment. Students will follow this link 
to the Essential Assessment website and then log in with their 
personal details (see example below). 
https://www.essentialassessment.com.au/student/ 
 
Login details are as follows (Please note that this is an example for 
Sally Brown)  For their Username, students will use their own first 
name with a capital letter followed by the first initial of their surname. 
For their password, students will use their first name and first initial of 
their last name all in lowercase. 

 
Students will complete the Whole Number and Fractions Assessments that have been assigned to them. 

P.E Welcome to Term Four. I hope you all enjoyed a nice break over the holidays and are ready to enjoy another live PE lesson this 
week. 
Once again, our lesson is going to take place on Friday at 1:30pm. I look forward to seeing you all at that time. 
You should be able to get into the lesson by clicking on the following link: 
https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/antoniadis.terry.e                      Access code: 578 820 891 
 I have also included a program below for the students who are not available to log into the live lesson. 
Opening/Warm-up – This one is for all the Minecraft fans. Click on the link and complete the workout. 
Minecraft Fitness Run - Escape the Nether Fortress - A virtual Minecraft workout and brain break - YouTube 
Leaping (Broad Jumping) – Watch the video in the next link to see how to use your body correctly when leaping as far forward as 
possible. Spend 1-2 minutes practicing this in an open space. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRxiu6ERegA 
Watch the final video and complete the three exercises which are aimed at helping you jump further. Practice each one for 2-3 
minutes each. Have a rest whenever you need one. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P0N68OQDhNs 

https://www.activelearnprimary.com.au/login?e=-1&c=0#pupils
https://www.activelearnprimary.com.au/login?e=-1&c=0#pupils
https://www.activelearnprimary.com.au/login?e=-1&c=0#pupils
https://www.essentialassessment.com.au/student/
https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/antoniadis.terry.e
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MpL_Dpif_m8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRxiu6ERegA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P0N68OQDhNs
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Day 1 Writing:
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Day 1 Maths- Doubling and Halving 
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Day 1 BQT 

Looking in the Bowl 
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Day 2 Maths - Fractions of Collections or Sets 
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Day 2 Writing  
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Day 3 Maths- Doubling Dominoes 
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Day 4 - Fractions of collections (Identifying Quarters, Thirds and Halves, Fractions of a Set: Spring Things) 
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*Remember that each answer should be written as a number fraction 
like in the example above.  
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Day 4: Fish Tank Fractions Challenge 
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Day 4 Writing: 
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Day 5 Reading 

 

Charlie and the Chocolate Factory 
Roald Dahl 
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Day 5 Writing- Wanted Poster 

 


